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From: Anna Kristjánsdóttir <annakk@simnet.is>
Date: 23. maí 2012 00:25:17 GMT
To: "annakk@simnet.is" <annakk@simnet.is>
Subject: {Spam?} {Disarmed} FW: [trans-info-europe] FW: [ILGA-Europe media] 
Launch of first Annual Review of Human Rights Situation LGBTI in Europe
Til velferðarnefndar Alþingis.

Þar sem frum varp til laga um réttarstöðu transfólks er til umræ ðu innan velferðarnefndar Alþingis 

taldi ég eðlilegt að kynna fyrir nefndinni hvernig litið er á stöðu mála á Íslandi sem og í öðrum  

Evrópulöndum af hálfu Evrópudeildar Alþjóðasamtaka hinsegin fólks. (ILGA-Europe) Þar kem ur fram  

að heildarstaða Íslands sé góð miðað við heildina eða í 9-10 sæti ásamt Austurríki. Þar er þess þó að 

geta að réttarstaða samkynhneigðra er með því besta sem þekkist í heim inum , en staða transfólks er 

slík að hún dregur Ísland niður í 9 -10  sæti. Hér vantar löggjöf um transm ál (þá hins sömu sem hér 

liggur fyrir Alþingi sem frum varp) og hér vantar allt sem varðar lagalega vernd gagnvart transfólki, en 

í Bandaríkjunum er talið  að 44%  hatursm orða gagnvart m innihlutahópum  séu gagnvart transkonum .

Skýrslan sjálf ásam t m yndræ num  gögnum eru neðst í bréfinu.

M eð kærum kveðjum frá fu lltrúa Trans-Ísland og nefndarm anni í nefnd um samningu frum varps um 

réttarstöðu einstaklinga með kynáttunarvanda

Anna K. Kristjánsdóttir 
Hraunbæ 56 
110 Reykjavík
Símar 587 30 40 og 617 62 18

From: Silvan Agius rmailto:silvan@ilaa-europe.ora1 
Sent: 15. maí 2012 07:30 
To: trans-info-europe@lists.tgeu.org 
Cc: annualreview@ilga-europe.org
Subject: [trans-info-europe] FW: [ILGA-Europe media] Launch of first Annual Review of Human 
Rights Situation LGBTI in Europe

Dear All,

We are pleased to launch our first Annual Review of the Human Rights Situation of 
LGBTI People in Europe (2011) -  covering all international institutions and all 49 
European countries -  and an updated map and index that amongst others provides 
greater mainstreaming and prominence to the situation of trans people in Europe. I 
thank all those on this list who have directly or indirectly contributed to the two 
publications.
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The press release below provides you with information about the launch of the two 
documents and how you can download your own copies. I hope that they will be 
useful in your advocacy. Should you have any comments, please write to 
annualreview@ilga-europe.org

Best regards,

Silvan Agius

From: Juris Lavrikovs 
Sent: 15 May 2012 09:30 
To: Silvan Agius
Subject: [ILGA-Europe media] Launch of first Annual Review of Human Rights Situation LGBTI in 
Europe

MEDIA RELEASE

For immediate release

ILGA-Europe launches its very first Annual Review of Human Rights Situation 
LGBTI in Europe and updated Rainbow Map

Today ILGA-Europe is launching its very first Annual Review of the Human Rights 
Situation of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex People in Europe 2011
supplemented by the Rainbow Map. These publications will be launched at an event 
marking the International Day against Homophobia and Transphobia in the presence 
of Cecilia Malmström , EU Home Affairs Commissioner, UN officials, civil society 
organisations and LGBTI activists from Eastern Europe.

The Annual Review and the Rainbow Map give an overall picture of the current state 
of play of the human rights of LGBTI people in Europe.
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From a legal perspective, the ILGA-Europe Rainbow Map shows that none of the 
countries in Europe can claim to provide full legal equality for LGBTI people. The 
five highest scoring countries -  out of the maximum of 30 points -  are:
• United Kingdom (21 points)
• Germany and Spain (20 points each)
• Sweden (18 points)
• Belgium (17 points)

10 countries are in the negative zone and do not meet the basic requirements of 
human rights standards:
• Moldova and Russia (-4.5 points each)
• Armenia, Azerbaijan, FYR Macedonia and Ukraine (-4 points each)
• Monaco, San Marino and Turkey (-3 points each)
• Belarus and Liechtenstein (-1 point each)

A simple fact remains: on average, the level of legal equality continues to be very low 
in most countries.

The Annual Review complements this information and provides insights into the 
political and social developments which contribute to advancing legal and social 
recognition of rights across the region.

On the positive side, great progress was achieved in 2011 at the international and 
European levels in terms of recognition of the grounds of sexual orientation and 
gender identity particularly in the fields of asylum and protection from violence. 
Various countries continued moving towards the extension of legal recognition and 
equal rights to rainbow families; and there are a number of legal proposals towards 
the introduction of humane laws regarding the change of legal name and gender of 
trans people.

On the negative side, in some countries there is either no progress whatsoever, or 
worse, there are moves towards the adoption of legislation criminalising the 
‘propaganda of homosexuality’.

Evelyne Paradis, Executive Director of ILGA-Europe, said:
"ILGA-Europe is very pleased to launch a new tool providing a comprehensive 
human rights review of the situation of LGBTI people in all 49 European countries. 
Our Rainbow Map has already proven to be very useful and popular tools on the 
legal situation. The Annual Review goes a step further and looks into the social and 
political context which influences the lived experiences of LGBTI people.

Formal equality is only a step towards full social inclusion. And even here we see big 
differences and gaps across Europe -  not a single country can claim full legal 
equality, let alone social equality. Therefore we hope that our Annual Review will 
provide a good basis for sharing of best practices and foster a dialogue between the 
States and LGBTI civil society.”

Background information:



Annual Review of the Human Rights Situation of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and 
Intersex People in Europe

This annual publication will document legislative, political and social developments 
relevant to LGBTI people in each European country, as well as at international 
(United Nations) and European level (Council of Europe, EU and the Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe). The aim is to complement the global 
documentation of the human rights situation from an LGBTI perspective on a yearly 
basis.

While the 2011 edition of the Annual Review covers various cases of violence, hatred 
and discrimination against LGBTI people (at times perpetrated at the hands of the 
State), the scope of the document is not that of naming and shaming, or pointing 
fingers at specific countries. This publication should instead serve as a tool for the 
exchange of best practices and policies, and as an open invitation for enhanced 
cooperation between governments and LGBTI civil society.

ILGA-Europe Rainbow Map

ILGA-Europe Rainbow Map reflects the national legal human rights situation of 
LGBTI people in a simple format. The Rainbow Map ranks all European countries 
according to their legislation and administrative practices that have direct impact on 
the human rights situation of LGBTI people.

This project does not represent and rank the countries according to the social 
attitudes. While this is an important indicator and various public option polls are 
conducted in different countries, it currently remains impossible to collect comparable 
data in all 49 European countries to draw credible conclusions.



ILGA-Europe Rainbow Map rates each European country’s laws and administrative 
practices according to 42 categories and ranks them on a scale between 30 (highest 
score: respect of human rights and full legal equality of LGBT people) and -12 
(lowest score: gross violations of human rights and discrimination of LGBT people).

42 categories cover a wide spectrum of legislation and administrative practices in 
the areas of
• asylum (explicit reference to sexual orientation as a ground on which it is 
legitimate to claim asylum)
• equality and non-discrimination (explicit references to sexual, orientation, 
gender identity and intersex people)
• bias motivated speech/crime (explicit reference to sexual orientation, gender 
identity and intersex people in legislation dealing with hate speech/crime)
• family (different forms of recognition of same-sex partnerships, parenting 
entitlements and ability for trans people to legally marry a person of the other gender)
• freedom of association, assembly and expression (obstruction/no obstruction 
from the States on the exercise of these freedom, new laws banning ‘homosexual 
propaganda’)
• legal gender recognition (availability of procedures for legal gender recognitions 
and a number of discriminatory requirements)

Ends

For more information please contact
Juris Lavrikovs at + 32 2 609 54 16 / + 32 496 708 375

Notes for editors:
(1) ILGA-Europe is the European Region of ILGA, the International Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association and works for equality and human rights for 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans & intersex people in Europe: www.ilga-europe.org

(2) ILGA-Europe Annual Review of the Human Rights Situation of Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Trans and Intersex People in Europe 2011

http://my.ilga-europe.org/sites/all/modules/civicrm/extern/url.php?u=1898&qid=40919
http://my.ilga-europe.org/sites/all/modules/civicrm/extern/url.php?u=1899&qid=40919
http://my.ilga-europe.org/sites/all/modules/civicrm/extern/url.php?u=1899&qid=40919


(3) ILGA-Europe Rainbow Map and Index, May 2012

Juris Lavrikovs 
Communications Manager 
ILGA-Europe
direct line: + 32 2 609 54 16 
mob.: + 32 496 70 83 75 
skype: juris1968

rue Belliard straat 12, B-1040 Brussels, Belgium
Tel.: +32 2 609 54 10 • Fax: +32 2 609 54 19 • www.ilga-europe.org
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